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then maintain your denial management process.

Discover the power of the TruBridge
Denial Management Program
When is the last time you took a look at your denied claims
process? According to a July 2017 Modern Healthcare article,
denials cost hospitals $262 billion annually. A typical hospital
can put about 10% of their revenue at risk due to denied
claims, an amount that can be difficult to recoup in other areas.
TruBridge offers a multidisciplinary approach to denial
management that helps reduce denied claims and increase
the cash your facility collects. By taking a flexible and
customizable three-step approach we’re able to help you
improve the entire process.
By utilizing data analytics, best-practice tools and consulting,
as well as on-going performance management, TruBridge
works to ensure you receive the payment you deserve for
the care you provide.

• Analyze 835 Remittance and 837 claims data
• Prioritize and categorize claim denial areas and report
inclusive data
ANALYZE,
• Itemization of total revenue opportunity

STEP 1

PRIORITIZE,
REPORT The first part of the TruBridge process is to analyze your data.

We prioritize and categorize your claim denial areas so work
can begin on the areas with the biggest return first. Our analysis
is reflected in an easy to understand report that includes the
total revenue opportunity for all the denied claim areas.

• On-site assessment of current workflows from patient
registration through claims submission
• Comparison of current denial workflow to denial root causes
ON-SITE
• Re-engineering of workflows and implementation of
ASSESSMENT
best practices
AND • Automation of the claim denial management process

STEP 2
REMEDIATION

Once we have a better understanding of your situation, we are
able to move on to the second step. It begins with an on-site
assessment that looks at your entire workflow process from
registering patients to submitting claims. That understanding allows
us to compare your workflow to the root causes of your denials
and rebuild your workflows by implementing best practices.
Finally, when appropriate, we implement HFMA Peer Reviewed®
automation tools to help manage your claim denial process.

• Monitoring to ensure root causes of denials are resolved
• Fine tuning of work flow modifications as needed
ONGOING • On-going trend reporting

STEP 3

SURVEILLANCE One of the most important aspects of denial management is
AND TRACKING to ensure you have ongoing surveillance. With the TruBridge
Denial Management Program, we provide weekly performance
tracking and on-going trend analysis. Should the need arise for
additional workflow modifications; we’ll be there to help you.
This ongoing surveillance ensures you’re able to stay in command
of your denial management process at all times.

Don’t let Denials set you back
The TruBridge Denial Management Program will
show you how to go from denied to paid. Contact
your TruBridge representative today and learn how
you can get FULLY PAID for the care you provide.
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